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The Roads Must Roll.....
Good progress on the Caracol roads. The installation of
Adoquin is finished from CR Cabrillas, lot 547, to the
top of Paso Camaron, lot 618. This new section of road
now ties in with Las Cabrillas, making a continuous
paved road of Adoquin from the entrance to the base of
Heart attack hill. The new section was financed by the
residents of CR Cabrillas. This is a major upgrade for a
particularly rough section of cobbles. Work is also
underway on CA Camaron from lot 596 to lot 587. It is
really exciting that the residents are working together to
make so much progress so quickly on road upgrades.
Thanks to all that have contributed to making the roads
smooth for everyone on the hill.
Sometimes the old adage two steps forward, one step back rings true. After all the effort by
volunteers to clean up the Caracol, we are again seeing people throwing their yard waste on hillsides
or empty lots. Please have your gardeners either haul their trimmings away, or bag them for removal
by the city sanitation service. Even with many volunteers, there is still a substantial cost for dump
trucks to haul away the debris. Please remind your workers to help us all.
Work continues on the new entrance. Cameras are now installed and functional. Re-installation of
the original lift arm electronics, keypad, and entry/exit buttons are in progress. The gears grind
slowly! We have been pleased with how the guards are working at the entrance. They are becoming
familiar with the normal coming and going of residents and workers. They hand out entrance passes,
and are turning away after hour visitors that have no need to be on the hill.
Just for fun...the first image at the top of the page is a sticker on a new catamaran. It is written in
international symbols, so that anyone, regardless of their native tongue would understand. What do
you think it means?
Watch caracolassn.com web site for additional information.

